Sweeps

1" off the roll
2" off the side

Then the capped end curves to meet the front

Requires 1" overhang

Sweeps are a corner treatment option that is available for all rolled tops. Sweeps consist of 2 measurements. A minimum sweep is 1"x 2". See above for an example of how this is measured. Typically, the second measurement is always double the first (1x2, 2x4, 3x6, 4x8, etc…) This allows the corner to be as rounded as possible with a Rolled top.

Clips

There are 2 kinds of Clip: Face Clip and Corner Clip.

A Face Clip is an exact measurement across the angle of the clip. For example, a 1" Face Clip is going to be 1" long across the angle of the clip.

A Corner Clip is measured differently. For a 3/4" x 3/4" Corner Clip, we measure 3/4" from corner across the front, and 3/4" from corner along the back, and make a cut between them.

Below is an example of a minimum Face Clip and a minimum Corner Clip.

Per our standards, if we are given 2 corner measurements we will make a Corner Clip. If we are given 1 measurement, it will be a Face Clip.

Requires 1" overhang